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Abstract—Magnetic resonance (MR) as well as other imaging
modalities have been used in a large number of clinical and
research studies for the analysis and quantification of important
structures and the detection of abnormalities. In this context,
machine learning is playing an increasingly important role
in the development of automated tools for aiding in image
quantification, patient diagnosis and follow-up. Normally, these
techniques require large, heterogeneous datasets to provide accurate and generalizable results. Large, multi-center studies, for
example, can provide such data. Images acquired at different
centers, however, can present varying characteristics due to differences in acquisition parameters, site procedures and scanners
configuration. While variability in the dataset is required to
develop robust, generalizable studies (i.e., independent of the
acquisition parameters or center), like all studies there is also
a need to ensure overall data quality by prospectively identifying
and removing poor-quality data samples that should not be
included, e.g., “outliers”. We wish to keep image samples that are
representative of the underlying population (so called “inliers”),
yet removing those samples that are not. We propose a framework
to analyze data variability and identify samples that should be
removed in order to have more representative, reliable and robust
datasets. Our example case study is based on a public dataset
containing T1-weighted volumetric head images data acquired at
six different centers, using three different scanner vendors and
at two commonly used magnetic fields strengths. We propose an
algorithm for assessing data robustness and finding the optimal
data for study occlusion (i.e., the data size that presents with
lowest variability while maintaining generalizability (i.e., using
samples from all sites)).

I. I NTRODUCTION
Machine learning techniques (ML) are becoming increasingly applied to medical imaging. Commonly, they seek to
improve patient diagnosis and treatment strategies. [1] Magnetic resonance (MR) imaging, for example, is a commonly
used imaging modality that produces images with relatively
high spatial resolution and, often, with high image contrast
between normal and abnormal tissues. MR is a frequent target
of ML processing techniques. [2], [3]
A main issue when developing ML techniques for human
imaging data is the inadequately small number of samples
available during the training phase. This observation is especially true for deep learning techniques. Even though techniques have been developed in an attempt to overcome this
issue, such as data augmentation, [4] if more data were avail-

able, then the proposed automatic ML techniques are likely to
have improved accuracy and reliability, and generalizability.
Another common issue with ML-based techniques is that
they are often developed using fairly homogeneous datasets.
In the case of MR-based data, this might arise from using
images acquired with specific, tightly controlled parameters,
from a single scanner (i.e., vendor, magnetic field strength) at
a single site (i.e., single center data). Most recent and more
effective studies include different scanners and/or sites in their
datasets to assure method robustness and reliability to ensure
that the findings are generalizable to different datasets. [5], [6]
The most generalizable solution occurs when combining as
much data as possible to best represent the underlying population. However, when including data acquired from multiple
centers with possibly varying acquisition parameters, we now
face increased problems related to data variability and other
quality-control issues. [7] Data acquired at different centers,
using different scanner vendors and acquisition parameters,
etc. tend to have different characteristics, such as varying
spatial resolution, image contrast, signal-to-noise ratio, among
others. [8] Related studies suggest that these and other factors
increase imaging heterogeneity on automatic ML techniques,
quantitative measurements and biomarkers. Automated quality
control methods are needed to assess data reliability, reproducibility and robustness , [9]–[11] particularly in multicenter
studies. [7], [12]–[15]
Pre-processing techniques are commonly applied to overcome some of the larger unwanted sources of variability in
the dataset. This key step has the goal of making the data
appear as homogeneous as possible, by changing the intensity
range (normalization techniques), [16] contrast variation (nonuniformity correction), [17] fixing a standard size for all
image (image resize), etc. [18], [19]. However, pre-processing
techniques do not correct for a more fundamental problem:
poor quality samples, commonly revered to as outliers.
Including outliers in automated ML techniques, may lead
to inaccurate results, and thus support incomplete or even
incorrect conclusions. While it is good practice to use large,
heterogeneous datasets to develop robust ML techniques, it
is most likely that some samples in these datasets should be
detected as non representative samples (labeled as outliers)
and be removed.

In this work, a framework is proposed to analyze a multicenter imaging dataset, to better understand data variability
(due to difference in scanner vendor, field strength and acquisition parameters), and to study what variability is appropriate
or inappropriate (by removing data outliers). Similar studies
in handwriting classification examined the benefit of removing
anomalies in large scale datasets and the risk of decreasing
performance due to removing too many samples. [20]
There are also related works in the medical imaging area,
that use outlier detection or anomaly detection methods to
identify and segment abnormalities within structures of interest. [21], [22] Other methods use outlier detection as a
quality control technique and protocol compliance. [23], [24]
However, in the best of our knowledge, these is no work in
the literature that uses outlier detection methods to study data
variability in multicenter imaging MR studies, and to identify
prospective outliers.
In our proposed framework, we wish to detect and remove
outliers without discarding important and representative image data. Our approach differs from applying pre-processing
techniques to images as these methods aim to decrease only
inter-sample data variability, must be carefully selected and are
application specific. Our approach aims to better understand
the sources of variability and detect possible outliers that could
cause errors. It seeks to determine the subset of data samples
that best represents the underlying population (i.e., healthy
control subjects, or a confirmed patient group).
In this proceeding, we present a case study using MR brain
images acquired at different sites, using three scanner vendors
and at two magnetic field strengths. In addition to studying
and analyzing data heterogeneity, we propose a method to find
data subsamples that have lower variability (than the original
dataset), yet are representative of the underlying population
and can selectively presents samples from one to all sites.
However, our framework may be used in different applications
to better understand the data variability and representativeness.
II. M ULTICENTER DATASET
We used a public multi-center dataset comprising volumetric T1-weighted MR images acquired from healthy control
subjects (Calgary-Campinas-359 or CC-359, http://miclab.fee.
unicamp.br/tools, described in [25]). These data were acquired
at six different sites, using scanners from the three common MR equipment vendors (General Electric, Philips, and
Siemens, subsequently anonymously labeled as SV1,2,3 ) and at
two different field strengths (1.5 T and 3 T) were used (Figure
1). The dataset is composed of images from 359 healthy adults
(ranging in age from 29 to 80 years), with approximately 60
subjects per vendor and magnetic field strength combination
(Table I). Healthy control subjects were chosen, for this case
study, to ensure that our findings were related to image quality
and variability differences in acquisition parameters, and not
due to brain abnormalities or pathology. In a future and
more comprehensive study, we would aim to include in our
experimental dataset pathological samples.

TABLE I
DATASET DESCRIPTION . S UMMARY OF AVERAGE AGE ( MEAN ±
STANDARD DEVIATION ), GENDER BALANCE ( NUMBER OF MALE / NUMBER
OF FEMALE SUBJECTS ) AND TOTAL NUMBER OF SUBJECTS ) BY SCANNER
VENDOR , MAGNETIC FIELD STRENGTH . [25]
Scanner
Vendor
SV1
SV2
SV3
All

Field
Strength
1.5 T
3.0 T
1.5 T
3.0 T
1.5 T
3.0 T
1.5 T and 3 T

Age
53.9 ± 7.3
56.6 ± 6.9
52.8 ± 9.6
50.0 ± 9.3
53.9 ± 5.8
53.6 ± 5.7
53.5 ± 7.8

Gender
30M/30F
30M/30F
26M/33F
30M/30F
30M/30F
30M/30F
176M/183F

Subjects
60
60
59
60
60
60
359

III. A NALYZING DATA VARIABILITY
We propose a generic framework to study image variability
and to prospectively identify sample outliers that should be
removed from the full dataset in order that it have a better
description of the underlying population. Our proposal has
three main steps: A) pre-processing, B) feature extraction, and
C) outlier detection (Figure 2). These steps were recursively
performed using a high dimensional convolutional feature
space to detect outliers and study data variability.
An important concept we term as “representativity” must
be first defined. In our case study, we have six different sites
covering all permutations of scanner vendor and magnetic
field strength. Our definition of representativity is to have
samples from all sites, so that all combinations of acquisition
parameters are included in the model. For other applications
and/or when using other datasets, it would be possible to
choose a different definition of representativity, such as desiring to remove entire sites with known or suspected acquisition
problems, susceptibility to motion artifact, or reconstruction
issues. By using appropriate definitions of representativity, our
proposed framework may be applied to several applications to
better understand data variability, and to recognize samples
with characteristics that are distinct from the other samples
in the dataset. These excluded samples are commonly called
outliers, while the remaining included samples are called
inliers. [26]
A. Pre-processing and feature extraction
The extraction of features from images is an important task
in our proposed framework. This step needs to provide comprehensive and discriminative information about the imaging
characteristics, [27] and have good capability for generalization. The features automatically detected in convolutional
networks, i.e., convolutional features are generally appropriate
[28] and recently have been applied to multicenter dataset
studies. [1], [4], [27]
In order to compute the convolutional features, images were
first pre-processed using two straight-forward and common
applied steps: 1) resizing and 2) intensity normalization. The
images were first resized to 224 × 224 using a bivariate spline
interpolation of the first order. [19] Each image then was
normalized so that its intensity values lay in the range [0,1].

(a) SV1 ; 1.5 T

(b) SV1 ; 3 T

(c) SV2 ; 1.5 T

(d) SV2 ; 3 T

(e) SV3 ; 1.5 T

(f) SV3 ; 3 T

Fig. 1. Representative dataset samples from each one of the six vendors and magnetic field combinations.
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Fig. 2. Flow chart of proposed framework to detect outliers and determine
the optimum number of samples that decrease variability yet maintaining
representativity (in our example study, including at least one sample from
all sites). The step (i) to find and remove single outliers is repeated n − 1
times (n = 359), with each iteration computing the variability (variabilityi )
and the number of sites (sitesi ) represented in the retained data. The optimal
number, in our study, x, represents the i value for which variabilityi is
reduced and sitesi = 6.

The convolutional features were computed from the images
(i.e., 2D MR slices) by using the deep convolutional network
(VGG16 [29]), pre-trained with imagenet weights from Ref
[4]. This network was used to perform feature extraction by
removing the last layer (i.e., the fully connected layer).
In order to have features that characterize the threedimensional image volume using a 2D approach, we used
orthogonal slices. For each image volume, convolutional features were computed for the three orthogonal 2D mid-volume
slices (i.e., axial, sagittal and coronal views). The network
outputs a feature matrix of size 7 × 7 × 512 for each one
of these slice. this matrix as flattened to a one-dimensional
feature array of 25, 088 elements. Because three orthogonal
slices were selected to describe each volumetric image, a total
of 3 × 25, 088 = 75, 264 convolutional features were extracted
per volume (Figure 3). This feature space was used to perform
the outlier detection method.
We also performed feature dimensionality reduction on the
original convolutional feature space to allow feature space

Convolutional features
(1,75264)

Fig. 3. Convolutional features computed form three orthogonal views (i.e., 2D
mid-volume images) per brain volume. The VGG16 network [29] was used
to extract convolutional features. For each input slice (of size 224 × 224),
feature maps (of size 7 × 7 × 512) were computed using the network (with
the last fully connected layer removed), flatted into an array with 25, 088
elements. Features from each orthogonal view were concatenated to generate
the convolutional features array (of 75, 264 features per MR image).

visualization and variability measurements. The original feature space (75, 264 convolutional features) was reduced to
two features by using principal component analysis algorithm
(PCA) [30]. The resulting 2D plane was defined by the two
eigenvectors corresponding to the two largest eigenvalues (i.e.
the two most relevant principal components, PCA1 and PCA2 ).
B. Outliers detection algorithm
We selected the isolation forest algorithm [31] to automatically detect outliers. This method is based on random forests
and is, thus, suitable for large-dimensional settings, such as the
proposed feature space with 75, 264 features. The algorithm
also was selected because it has demonstrated good results
in other applications, [26] but mostly it was used because an
input parameter is the percentage (%) of prospective outliers
to be removed (allowing the full assessment of the dataset
variability).
The algorithm was recursively repeated i = n − 1 times by
using the original feature space (before PCA feature dimensionality reduction), where n equals the number of samples

in the dataset to be analyzed (Figure 2). Initially i = 1. In
each successive iteration, the next most outlying sample was
labeled as outlier and removed. The algorithm was repeated
until there was only one sample left in the data (last iteration
i = n − 1; note in our case study n = 359).
In each iteration, the most outlying sample was removed,
and two measurements were re-computed on the remaining
data: 1) the number of sites that were still represented (sitesi )
representativity) and 2) the variance of (variabilityi , measurement of data dispersion). The variance (V ar) was defined as
the standard deviation of the remaining samples in the two
dimensional PCA feature space:
v
u
n−1
u 1
X
((r1,i − r¯1 )2 + (r2,i − r¯2 )2 )
(1)
V ar = t
(n − i) i=1
where n defines the total number of samples. Data in the twodimensional feature space (PCA1 and PCA2 ) is represented by
r1,i and r2,i respectively, and r¯1 and r¯2 are the mean values of
PCA1 and PCA2 . At each iteration, r¯1 and r¯2 are recomputed
in the remaining samples.
After completing the algorithm, data variability (V ar) was
normalized to lie between zero and one to facilitating visualization and comparisons. It was expected that the variability
curve would be a decreasing curve, since outliers were being
removed, thus the remaining data should be more homogeneous samples (i.e., consisting of inliers).
This outlier detection algorithm was first run on simulated
data (a randomly generated dataset containing 10 samples) and
then on the CC-359 dataset.
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Fig. 4. Synthetic data example. Ten (10) samples (randomly generated) to
illustrate the outlier detection method by showing (a) the correspondence in
the feature space and (b) the variability computed at the end of each iteration
via the variability versus outliers removed curve. Letters (A through I) were
used to identify samples and the correspondences between figures. The dashed
diamond in (a) identifies the only sample left after the final iteration.

IV. R ESULTS
While our proposed framework is generalizable to other
applications, our results and discussion were based on a
synthetic study and one case study using a multi-vendor and
multi-magnetic field dataset. Our goal in both studies was to
understand dataset variability, and to find an optimal sample
size with lowest variability. In the multi-vendor study, we set
the additional criterion of maintaining samples from all sites
(lowest variability and preserving representativity).
A. Synthetic dataset
In an initial study using synthetic data, the decreasing
variability curve and the corresponding feature space are
presented in Figure 4. The first sample detected as an outlier,
identified as point A, is geometrically the most distant sample
in the feature space (as expected). The variability computed
after removing A is presented in Figure 4b. After each iteration
(i = 1, ... 9) in the recursive algorithm, another sample
was removed, and the variability computed for the remaining
samples. In the last iteration, sample I is extracted, and a single
sample is left (dashed diamond in Figure 4a). The variability,
by definition, now equals zero.

B. CC-359 dataset
Using the CC-359 data, the outlier detection algorithm was
applied. After each iteration, the variance and the number of
sites still represented in the remaining data was recorded. After
some iterations (67 in this case study), data for a site were
completely removed (Table II).
TABLE II
N UMBER OF REMOVED OUTLIERS AND THE NUMBER OF REMAINING SITES
REPRESENTED BY THE INLIERS . F OR EXAMPLE , WHEN THE NUMBER OF
OUTLIERS WAS BETWEEN 1 AND 67, ALL SIX SITES WERE PRESENTS ;
BETWEEN 68-120, ONLY FIVE SITES WERE PRESENTED , etc.
# Outliers

Remaining Sites

1-67
68-120
121-332
333-350
351-357
358

Six
Five
Four
Three
Two
One

Samples from two sites were completely removed (120
samples), before any samples from the other four sites were

removed. This observation provides relevance on the variability in this multicenter dataset. In practice, it would warrant
further investigation of the two poorly performing sites.
In our case study, it was necessary to remove more than
two hundred samples to completely discard a third site (there
are four sites represented in the samples between algorithms
iterations 121 and 332). From this we can conclude that these
four sites are more homogeneous.
Besides analyzing the number of sites still represented after
each iteration, the normalized variability of the remaining data
was also evaluated via the two dimensional standard deviation
of the PCA space, (Figure 5). As expected the variability was
found to a nearly always decreasing curve.
Because in our case of study, we desire to maintain samples
from all sites (fulfill the representativity requirement), the
optimum number of removed outliers was 67. This number
of discarded samples gave the lowest variability, while still
keeping samples from all sites (Figure 5). Lower variabilities
were possible but did not include samples from all six sites.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 6. 2D Feature space visualization: (a) considering the original data with
six sites (three vendors: SV1 to SV3 ; two magnetic field strength: 1.5T and
3T), and (b) the order in which outliers were removed using a gray scale
encoding from black to white. Brighter circles represent samples that were
removed in initial iterations (outliers), and darker samples were maintained
until later iterations (inliers).

Fig. 5. Computed data variability (blue line) and the number of represented
sites (green line) when removing outliers. As expected, when removing
outliers, the variability decreases because the remaining dataset becomes more
homogeneous. However, in the early iterations of this case study, all samples
for a site were eliminated, decreasing the representativity of the experimental
dataset. Our goal was to find optimum number of removed outliers that gives
minimum variability, while still presenting samples from all sites (yellow
vertical dashed line)

A more qualitative analysis of the operation of our outlier
detection algorithm is possible by visualizing the two dimensional feature space computed by using PCA to reduce the
convolutional features dimensionality (Figure 6). The original
feature space shows the original dataset heterogeneity (data
dispersion). It is possible to visualize that sample from some
sites (vendor SV3 ; 1.5T and SV2 ; 3T) are separated from
samples from other sites (Figure 6a). We also present the
feature space while removing outliers (Figure 6b). As expected
samples that were more easily distinguished from other samples (blue circles and green triangles in Figure 6a) were the
first ones to be removed (brighter circles in Figure 6b).
V. D ISCUSSION
We have proposed a framework to study data variability,
detect possible outliers and give a more homogeneous result suitable for use with heterogeneous and/or multicenter

datasets. While different datasets will, in general, present with
different variability curves, we have demonstrated that the
algorithm will still work as intended.
Specifically in our case study, we observed a decreasing
variability curve until almost all samples were removed. In the
last few iterations, the outlier detection method still performed
as expected, however some non-monotonic performance was
seen in the variability curve because there are now too few
samples in the remaining data (resulting in the small spikes
seen in later iterations of Figure 5). In our case of study, it
was possible to verify that heterogeneous datasets acquired
in multiple sites present varying characteristics, with some
sites presenting images that were more similar than others
(clusters). However, keeping all sites makes the dataset more
representative and generalizable allowing a multicenter and
multi magnetic field strength study, considering none of the
sites were corrupted, or presented systematic quality problems.
Depending on the application (study goals and hypothesis),
the definition of representativity and, in consequence, the
definition of outlier may change, making this framework datadriven and suitable for other applications.
It is quite possible in some large multi-center imaging
studies to have poorly performing sites that should be com-

pletely removed, or otherwise not considered in any analysis.
These sites would typically contain images of sufficiently
low quality images, images with artifacts, or those that were
wrongly acquired or reconstructed, to warrant exclusion. These
sites would be easily identified in our framework, because
all their samples would be initially removed. In contrast,
multicenter dataset containing similar samples (homogeneous
dataset) should present a variability curve with a more slowly
decreasing shape, and samples from all sites would be maintained until the later iterations.
Further analysis and methods based on the output dataset
(after removing outliers) are more likely to produce more
robust findings. For example, classification of control subjects
from patient is more likely to be based on abnormalities
(pathology) than being based on imaging characteristics. This
raises the hypothesis that by removing erroneous samples
(using the proposed outlier detection method as a preliminary
step in a basic ML tool) would lead to more robust and
significant results. However, further analysis is necessary to
prove this hypothesis.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
Our proposed framework analyzes large and multicenter
imaging data, studying its variability, identifying prospectively outliers, and outputting a more homogeneous dataset.
This output may provide a better representation of specific
groups of interest. The outlier detection algorithm improves
the combination of data acquired using different acquisition
parameters, site and scanner vendor (mostly in a multicenter
setting), by proposing a set of samples that present with lower
variability yet, if desired, guaranteeing data representativity.
In our case study, we evaluated a combination of data
acquired using different scanner vendors and magnetic field
strengths. We found a subset of samples with reduced variability, while maintaining samples from all sites (preserving
representativity in a multicenter and multi magnetic field
strength study). The definition of representativity is important
and may change, or be specific for each application.
Future work will analyze larger datasets containing control
subjects and patients acquired at many sites. We will investigate other feature and, possibly, combinations of multiple
feature to have a more comprehensive description of the
data to be used in the variability analysis. Finally, we also
intend to evaluate the usage of the proposed outlier detection
method as a preliminary step in a machine learning technique,
comparing the results when removing or not poor-quality
samples, identified as outliers.
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